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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [2] the following problem was solved: Find inf y( 1) 
subject to 
Jf’-q(t)y=O on CO, 11, (1.1) 
Y(O) = 1, Y’(O) = 4 (1.2) 
4EL,(O, 11, s ; jq(r)( dt = b. (1.3) 
This was motivated by the paper [1] where, among others, the problem of 
finding sup y( 1) subject to (1.1 )-( 1.3) was treated. In [1] the constant a is 
assumed to be non-negative, from which it follows that it is no restriction 
to assume that q(t) > 0, and this fact is essential for the proof (Theorems 
3 and 4). This problem from [ 1 ] can also be formulated: Find inf y( 1) 
subject to (l.l), (1.3), and 
y(O)= -1, y’(0) = a. (1.4) 
In this formulation, a<0 is the case solved in Cl]. The purpose of this 
paper is to extend the solution to a > 0, in which case q must be allowed 
to change sign. The total solution is rather complicated, and it turns out 
that a> 0 is the most interesting (or at least the most difficult and 
complicated) part. The solution is discribed in Figs. 3 and 4. 
The solution is obtained in the same way as in [2], but there appear 
some new and unexpected difficulties. 
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2. ANALYSIS OF THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
As in [2] the original problem is replaced by the problem of finding 
min x,( T, ) subject to 
x; = u*x2, x; = 242x,, tE [O, T,], T, =h+ 1, 
x,(O)= -1, x2(0) = 4 
U, , u2 measurable, 
(ul(t)Y U2(t)) E Q = {( u,,u,):o6u,<1-/u~I}, tc co, T,l, 
s T1 (1 -u,(t))dt=b. 0 
The necessary conditions for optimality are independent of the particular 
value of x,(O), so everything in [2] up to the paragraph before (3.20) 
(“Some possibilities can be excluded because of the boundary conditions”) 
is still valid. All cases mentioned in [2] must now be reconsidered. This 
time 63~1,~3D1L3D,,L3DID3D,L~D1, and D,L3D,D,D,L,D, canbe - - 
excluded because of the boundary conditions. In the case D3 D, , at the 
switching time we must have x, = -1, q2 < 0, but also s2 = q2x, = -so < 0, 
which is impossible. The case D3 D, L3 D, is excluded in the same way. In 
the remaining two cases we have vi = kq,, ye, < 0, q2 < 0 in the last 
L,-stage, hence k >O; and during the D,-stage we have s2 =q2x1 ~0, 
v], < 0, hence xi > 0. From this it is easily seen that these two cases are 
impossible (consider the movement in the x,x,-plane). We can again use 
Fig. 4 in [2] to exclude oscillations around L,. This time, however, the - - 
cases D,D,D,D, and D,D,L,D,D,D,L3D, may be possibleifa>O (but 
not if a < 0). The following cases remain to be investigated: 
(1) D,B,. There is a switching time t, such that 
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.I 
r’ (1 -u,(t))dr=r, =/I. 
0 
As a necessary condition for this case to occur we have S(t, ) 2 0 which 
gives 
l-(t,-r,)(a-t,)>O, or h-U<l. (2.1) 
If so+ q3 < 0 the minimum of s2 on [t,, T,] may be negative, but it must 
be 2 -so= -1. This gives after a short computation the additional 
condition 
h-a> -3-2,/?. (2.2) 
For the final value of X, we get 
x,(T,)=a-h- I. (2.3) 
(2) D,bD,. From (3.18)-(3.19) in [2] we know that there exists a 
constant k such that 
u, = l/(1 +k2) *, = -ew(l +k*))lr- I,) r, =kvz 
u2=k2/(1 +k2) x2 = kx, q2= -(T, _t*)e(klll+k2))(r2~I) 
on (I,. t2), 
XI = x,(f,)C1 f  k(t - t2)l 
{;;:; (s,=kx,(r2) {;;:;:,-, On (‘2, T,l’ 
The following equations must hold: 
kx,(t,)= -k=x2(t,)=a-r,, t, =a+k, 
krlz(rr)=k(t,--,)=vl,(r,)= -1, k= 
1 
- > 0, 
T, - t, 
s T’(l-u,(t))dt=r,+ 0 
$ (r,-r,)=h. 
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Combining these equations we obtain 
t,-ftl=(b-a-k) 4+1-a+;, 
k2=h-a, k=Jb-a. 
From the conditions t,-t,>O and t,>O we get k<b-a and a+k>O, 
respectively, that is 
b-a>l, 
b>a2+a if a<-1. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
The final value of x, is 
x,(T,)= -2e4=-1. (2.6) 
Pa) LS,. This case can be obtained from the previous one by letting 
t, = 0. Thus it can occur only if b = a2 + a, a < - 1, and we have 
x,( T,) = -2eC”-‘. 
(3) D,L,D,. There are times O<t,<t2<T1=b+1 such that SOD, 
for te [0, t,), seL3 for te [t,, t2], SED, for te(t,, T,]; hence 
i 
x1= -1 +at 
on CO, t,l, 
x2=a 
x1 = (_ 1 + at,) ew(l +k*)K- 11) 
x,=kx, 
~1 =h, 
42 = -(T, _ t2) ewl 1 + @))(k I) 
on [fly t21, 
x1 =xl(tdCl +Wt-tdl ?jl= -1 
x2 = kx,(td q2=t-T, 
on Ct2, T,l. 
Equations: 
rl(tz) = -1 = kt/Jtz)= k(t2 - T,), k= 
1 
- > 0, 
T, - t, 
t,=T,-1 
k’ 
x2(tI)=a=kx,(t,)=k(-l+at,), t, = l/k + l/a, 
s 
yl-u,(t))dt= 
0 
&(t2-t,)=b. 
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From these equations we obtain 
We must have s”=(~2x,)(t,)=~r(t,)(-l +at,)>O, and consequently 
- 1 + at, i 0. But - 1 + at, = u/k, hence a < 0. The positive root of (2.7) is 
k= 1 +Jl +h(1- l/a) 
l-l/u . 
The only further condition to be satisfied is f, > 0, which gives k < --a and 
h<a’+u, a<-1. (2.8) 
The final value is 
2(u- 1) 
xl(T1)= 1 + Jl + 6( 1 - l/Q) 
&‘I +b(l~ l/O)b 1 
(2.9) 
(4) D,&D,. There are times 0 < t, < t2 < T, = b + 1 such that s E Dr 
for TV [0, tr], SED~ for t~(t,, r2), SED, for t~(t*, T,]; hence 
x, = -1 +ut )11= -1 +(~,-f,)(~,-~,) 
on I3 f,l, 
x2=a rz=t2--,+91(t,)(t1-t) 
x, = -1 +ut, q,= -1 +(T,-t,)(t,-r) 
x,=u-(-1 +at,)(t-2,) 
on 
~2 = t2 - T, 
Cl1 3 f21, 
x, = -1 +ut, +Xz(fZ)(f-t2) ‘1, = -1 
x2 = x2(t2) q2=r-T, 
on Ct2, T,l. 
The following equations must hold: 
.~l(~,)=Jl(f2), 
i 
r~(1-ul(r))dt=t2-t,=b. 
0 
This gives 
C-1 +(T,--f2)(t2-fI,)l~= -[a-(-l +atI)(t2-t,)], 
u(T, --[,)=a(1 -t])= -1 +a[,, 
II=; l+A ) 
( > a 
T,-r,=; 1-L. 
( > a 
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Also, so= --am >O and 
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(a- 1)2 
sO=(T, -t2)(-1 +at,)= 4a . 
From the positivity of so and T, - t, we get a > 1. 
The final value of x, is 
x,(T,)=a- l- 
(a- 1)2b 
4a 
(2.10) 
The analysis will be somewhat simplified if we note that this cannot be 
optimal if a < 3 + 2 $. A control of the form described in case (1) is 
always admissible (even though it cannot be optimal if (2.1) or (2.2) is not 
satisfied). Let us compare the expressions (2.3) and (2.10): 
a- 1 -b(a-l)’ 
4a 
-(a-b- 1)=$(6a-a’- 1). (2.11) 
If 1~ a< 3 + 2 fi this is positive and (2.10) cannot be optimal. Thus we 
will restrict ourselves to a 3 3 + 2 Ji. 
Since t, > T, - t,, (0, t,) is the critical interval (cf. case (2) in [2], 
Section 4). If 
s”+~3=(~1x2)(tl)=~[b(a-1)-2a] 
is non-positive, s2 has its maximum on [0, ti] at 0, and 
s,(O)--s’=-&[a(ba-a’-1)-b(a2-1)]<0, 
since a > 3 + 2 fi. Assume that so + vj > 0, i.e., b(a - 1) > 2a. The expres- 
sion for s2 on [0, t,] is a second degree polynomial, which we may 
consider also for t < 0. Its derivative is 0 at the point 
t,=b(a-l)(a+3)-4a(a+1) 
4a[b(a - 1) -2a] ’ 
If b(a - 1) < 4a(a + l)/(a + 3), then t’ < 0, s2 is decreasing on [0, tl], and 
the maximum of s2 on [0, t,] is again s,(O)<sO. Since 
4a(a + l)/(a + 3) > 2a, we see that if b(a - 1) d 4a(a + l)/(a + 3), then there 
is no further restriction on a and 6. Assume that b(a - 1) > 
4a(a + l)/(u + 3). Then 0 < t’ < t,, and we must require that s*(t)) <so. 
After some calculations this gives 
b*(a- l)“- 16ab(a- 1)+32a*<O, 
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and, since h(a - 1) > 4(2 - ,:3)~, 
b(u- 1)<4(2+& (2.12) 
We must also have r’6 it, because s,> -so on [0, r,]. This gives 
b(a - 1) < u2 + a. (2.13) 
Thus, case (4) can occur and be optimal only if a 3 3 + 2 4 and (2.12) 
and (2.13) are satisfied. - - 
(5) D3D,D1~,. There are times O<t,<t,<t3<T,=b+1 such that 
SE& on (0, fl)u(f2, t,), JED, on (f,, t,)u(t,, T,l; hence 
{ 
x,= -1 
i 
‘1,~=9,(~,)-~2(~,)(~, -t) 
x,=a+t yl2 = Il*(t,) 
on CO, [,I, 
x, = -1 +(a+t,)(t-ft,) ‘II= -l+(T,-r,)(f,-b) 
x,=a+t, ‘12= -(T,-t,)+4,(r,)(t,-t) 
on Cl,, t,l, 
x,= -1 $(u+t,)(t,--t,) ‘1, = -1 +(T, -t3)(f3-t) 
x,=a+t,-x,(t,)(t-ft,) v2= -(T, -fx) 
on Cf2, t31, 
J-P = x,(t,) + .~,(f,)(t - 23) II, = -1 
q2 = t - T, on Ct3, T,l. ‘IX2 = x2(f3) 
Equations: 
Jo 
(1 -u,(t)) dr = t, + f3 - t, = 6. 
From (2.14) we obtain 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
C-(T,-t,)+‘1,(fz)(tz--t,)l(--1)= -(T,-t,)C-1+(a+t,)(tz-t,)l, 
rl,(t2)= -1 +(T,-f,)(t,-t,)=(T,-t,)(u+t,), (2.17) 
and from (2.15) 
C-1+(T,-t,)(t,-t,)l(a+r,)= -Ca+t,-xx,(t,)(t,--t,)l, 
x,(t,)= -1 +(u+t,)(f2-t,)=(T,-r3)(a+t,). (2.18) 
Combining (2.17) and (2.18) we get 
(2.19) 
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Let p= l/(a+ t,). Then (2.16), (2.18), and (2.19) give 
t,-tt,=b-t,=u+b-i 
P’ 
T, - t, = t, - t, - p, 
+t,)=(t,-t,-p)(u+b-;). 
With q=(u+b)p we get 
t,-t =p(q- I) I 
q-2 ’ 
T,-ts=-41_ 
q-2’ 
(2.20) 
so that q > 2. We can express T, in two ways: 
T,=b+l=(T,-t3)+(t3-t2)+(t2-t,)+tl 
=-+u+b-~+p(q-l)+i-u P 
q-2 P q-2 P ’ 
Hence, 
pq=q-2, q2 - (a + b)q + 2(a + b) = 0, 
q=;(u+b)+J - $(u+b)2-2(u+b)=q,.,, (2.21) 
where q1 is the root with the plus sign. As noted at the beginning of this 
section, optimality requires a > 0, and from (2.21) we see that a + b 2 8. 
Both q1 and q2 give solutions of the necessary conditions for certain values 
of a and b, but let us compare the corresponding values of x1( T, ). We have 
q-3 
x,(T,)=- (4- 212’ 
(2.22) 
and 
41-J 42-3 (qrqd(u+b-8)>0 
(q1-2)2-(q2-2)2= (q,-2)*(q2-2J2 
if a + b > 8. Therefore, we need only consider the minus sign in (2.21), i.e., 
4=q2. 
There are some further restrictions that must be satisfied. First, t, > 0 
implies up < 1, or 
u/E>(u+b)(;-1). 
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This is automatically satisfied if 0 < u < 2, but it implies 
u’+u 
h>- 
CL-1 
if u 3 2. (2.23) 
Finally, it is necessary that s,(t) d s” for all t. This is the case if and only 
if s,((t, + r,)/2) d .Y”. From the expression for s2 = q2x, we get, using (2.20) 
and (2.14), 
q2- lOq+ 1760. 
Since q64<5+2$ ( as is seen from (2.21) with the minus sign), this 
implies q 3 5 - 2 4; that is 
8<a+bG19+6>. (2.24) 
The situation is the same as in [2], Section 4, cases (5)-(8). With the 
same notation as there we get 
k=I>O, 
T, - t6 
t,=b+l-’ 
k’ 
(2.25) 
fi 
t, - t, = -, 
k 
(2.26) 
t, - t, = 2 $k, (2.27) 
$Jl +A’ 
k2 
pl(l +kZ))(rs--r5) x2(t,) > 0, (2.28) 
x,(T,)= -2ks’. (2.29) 
In case (6) there are times 0 < to < f, d t, such that SE D, on (0, to), 
SED, on (to, t,), SEL, on [tl, t2], tz-t,+t6-t5>0, and 
x,=-l 
on IX, toI, 
x, = - 1 + (a + t&t - to) on Cloy tIl, 
x,=a+t x,=a+t, 
x1 = x,(t,) e (kl(l+k2)K-r~) 
x2 = kx, 
on Cl* > t21. 
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We must have t, - t,= t3 - t, = t, - t, = ,,h/k (cf. Fig. 5 in [Z]), and by 
continuity 
from which we obtain 
(2.30) to=(l +$)k-a. 
Our final equation is 
.s 
=I(1 -U*(t))dt=t()+t,-~~+ 
0 
which gives 
t2--t,+t,-tt,= [a+b-(1+3&k]. (2.31) 
Now, 
T, = b + 1 = (T, - t6) + (f6 - f5) + (t, - fz,) + (24 - t3) 
+ (13 - b) + Cl2 - t,) + (?I - to) + to 
34 [a+b-(1+3.,/$k]+T+2.J?k+(l+.&)k-n, 
k’=a+b, k=Ja+b. 
As in the previous case optimality requires a >O. The condition to > 0 
gives (see (2.30)) k> (a- l)a, that is, 
a+b>(3-2,/&z’, a > 0. (2.32) 
The only remaining condition that must be satisfied is t, - t, + t, - t, > 0. 
By (2.31) this gives 
a+b>19+6$. (2.33) 
The final value of x1 is obtained from (2.29), (2.28) and (2.31): 
x,(2-,)= -2(7+5&)emP’-3+ (2.34) 
409.‘144/2-8 
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Incase(7)thereisat,,O<t,<t,,suchthat.~ED, on(O,t,),.sEL,on 
Ct,, t21, and 
i 
.Y, =- 1 +ut 
on CO, t,l, 
i 
x, = (_ 1 + &, ) (Jk II + k?,tlr II) 
x2 = u .r2 = k.r , 
on Cl, 3 fzl. 
We must have t, - t2 = t, - t, = G/k, and by continuity 
1 1 
k( - 1 + at,) = u, 
“=k+i 
Also, 
5 ~‘(l-U1(t))dt=tl-tj+ 0 $-$t,-t,+t,-t&b, 
t2-t,+t6-t5= (2.35) 
Again we can express T, in two ways: 
T, = b + 1 = (T, - t6) + (t, - ts) + (t, - f4) + (tcj - t3) 
+ (f3 - t2) + (t* - t,) + t, 
i > 
1-’ k2=2k+b. 
a 
From (2.28) we have x,(t,) > 0, which implies a > 0. Thus a > 1, and 
,_l+Jiqiqq 
l-l/a . 
From the condition t, - t, + t, - t, > 0 we get 
that is, 
h>(8+4$)a 
u-l . 
Finally, we must have t, d t, - t, = 4/k, which 
b<(3-2\/hz2-a. 
(by (2.35)) 2 ,,hk < b, 
gives 
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The final value is 
JI+h(l-l/u)~I-2Ji (2.36) 
In case (7a) we have t,=O and x,(t,)=- 1, x,(t,)=a>O. From (4.19) 
in [2] we get 
(l+JZ)a=k(-1 +at,), t3=(l +Jz,;+;. 
From this is obtained t, > d/k. But if this case is to occur we must have 
t, < t, - t, = $/k. Therefore, case (7a) is impossible. 
(8) ~,L,D,&D,. 
(9) DzL,D,D,D,. 
Pa) LD,D,D,. 
In each case there are times 0 < t, < t, < t, < t, < T, = b + 1 such that 
SELL on [t,,t2], SED, on (t,,t,)u(t,, T,], .YED~ on (t3,t4), and 
1 
XI = Xl(f, 1 e (k/(1 +k2))(r 11) 
i 
‘II= ke 
x2=kx, v2 = 112tf2) e (k/(l+k2))(er) 
on Cl,, 4, 
i 
x1 = Cl +k(t- [,)I x,(t,) YII = Yl1(t3) 
x2 = kx,(t,) yl2= -(T,-t,)+rll(t~)(t,-t) 
on Cf2, t31, 
x1 = Cl + k(t, - t2)l x,(r2) VI=-l+(T,-t,)(t,-t) 
xz=kx,(r,)-x,(t,)(t-t,) v2=-(~,-~4) 
on Ct3, bl, 
Xl = Xl(b) + x2(fdt - a !y,=-1 
x2 = X,(b) q2=t-T, 
on CL T,l. 
Equations: 
v,(tz) = krl,(fd, Sl(f.3) = s,(Llh S2(f2)=-S2(r3)=S0>0, 
that is, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
C - 1 + (T, - Mb - t3)1 kxi(b) = -Ekx,(fJ - xl(t3Nt4 - fdlr 
[-CT, - LJ + v,(tJtj - t,)l x,(t2) = (T, - f&l + Qt, - t2)l xl(t2) 
= so > 0. (2.37) 
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Since I, #O (otherwise X, and .Y? would both be 0 at tr), these equa- 
tions can be written 
Cl-k(t,-tZ)lYjl(t3)=-k(TI-f4). 
k(T,-r‘J= 1 +k(t,-t,), 
Combining (2.38)-(2.40) we get for x = - k( T, - t4) the equation 
x-x2 rf,(t,)=X=- 
2+x x+1’ 
x2+2x-1=0, 
and (2.37) gives 
kx,(t,) > 0. 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
To decide the sign of k, let us consider the separate cases. If k > 0 in 
case (8), (2.39) gives T, - t, > t, - t,, and therefore s2 must have the maxi- 
mum value so on [f4, T,]. But this is case (7) with t, = t,, and this is 
excluded here. Thus k ~‘0 in case (8). In cases (9) and (9a), x1( t , ) = - 1 
and x,(t,) < 0, so that (2.42) implies k < 0. 
Now, (2.38)-(2.41) yield 
,,-,,+, Jz f3--2=-7 t, - t, = - 2 $k. (2.43) 
In case (8), xr(t,)= - 1 +at,, ~,([,)=a, and x*(t,)=kx,(t,), so that 
k(-1 +at,)=a, 
1 1 
t1 =i+a’ 
a > 0. (2.44) 
Combining (2.43), (2.44), and the equation 
we get 
and 
t,--t,= 1,; (b+2,,bk), 
( > 
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Now t,-t,>Oimplies b>-2$k>-2kanda>l, so that 
k = 1 - Jl + b( 1 - l/a) 
1 - I/a 
By (2.44) and (2.45) the condition t, > 0 implies 
b > a2 + a. 
In cases (9) and (9a), xl(t,)= - 1, x,(t,)=a 
so that 
a-t,=--, t, =a+k, 
Combining (2.43), (2.46), and the equation 
- t,, and .x2(tl) = kx,(t,), 
(2.45) 
a > 0. (2.46) 
s 
T’(l-u,(t))dt=t,+ 
0 
&$tz-tl)+t4-i)=b, 
we get 
k2=b-a, 
so that b > a. 
We have found that we must have kc0 and b> a in any case. From 
(3.17) in [2] we know that 
x,(T1)= -2ks’>O. 
We need not carry the analysis any further, because we can now show that 
this cannot be optimal. Indeed, a control (ui, uz) of the form described in 
case ( 1) is always admissible, and the corresponding value of x1( T, ) 
(see (2.3)) is negative if b > a. Therefore we need not consider the cases (8), 
(9), and (9a) in the sequel. 
(10) DzD,D3D,. There are times 0 < t, < t, < t, < T, = b + 1 such that 
sell2 on [0, tl), sED, on (tl, t2), sED3 on (t2, t3), SED, on (t3, T,]; 
hence 
1 x, = -1 x,=a-t on CO, t,l, 
1 x1 = -1 + (a- t1)(t- t,) 1 v1= -1 + (T, - fd(f3 - t2) x,=a-tt, vr = -(T, - t3) + vl(tZ)(tz - t) on Ctl, t,l, 
i 
x, = -1 + (a- t1)(t2- t,) 
1 
r/l = -1 +(T,-t,)(t,-t) x,=a-tt, -x,(t2)(t--2) ?2 = -(T, - t3) on Ct2, 1J. 
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i 
X’I =s,(f3)+-Y*(t3)(1-tl) ‘I, = --I 
x* = x2( t, ) ‘I* = t - T, 
on L/3> r,l. 
Equations: 
(?/*x,)(t,)= -(~~*~~,)(t*)=s”>o, 
(VI-GNf2) = (f7,-~2Nr,L 
s 
“(l-u,(r))~~=t,+r,-t?=h. 
0 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
From (2.47) and (2.48) we get 
and 
2(T,-t,)-[-l+(T,-t,)(r,-t,)l(t,-t,) 
= (T, - t3)(a- fINt2 - tl) 
CT,-t,)(a-I,)= -1+(a-tINt2-tI), 
s’=(T,-t,)*(a-t,)>O. 
Thus a-t, > 0. Let p = l/(a- t,). Then (2.49) and (2.51) give 
1 
t, - t2 = b - a + -, 
P 
T, - t3 = t, - t, -p, 
hence 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
tz-t,=#+p), 
T,-t,=+(l-p). 
We see that 0 < p < 1. From (2.50) we obtain the following equation for p: 
(b-a)(l-pZ)=2 (2.52) 
Define the function F by 
F(x) = 2(3 - w 
1-x2 ’ 
O<x<l. 
Then (2.52) can be written F(p) = b - a. Since F is strictly increasing from 
- cc to + co, there is a unique solution p = F;‘(b - a) for any value of 
b - a. 
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The final value of xl is 
Xl(Tl) = $y+/-ygyb-u+;)]+p) 
=(1-p)(5p-1)-F(p)(1-p)* 
4P2 4P 
=(l-P)(~P*-2~+1) 
4P2(l +p) . 
(2.53) 
As noted before, a control (ur , u2) of the form described in case (1) is 
always admissible, so the value a - b - 1 can always be achieved for x1( T, ) 
(for any a and b). Let us compare this with (2.53): 
(1-P)(~P*-2~+1) 
4P2(1 + P) 
~(u~b~l)~(1~p)oP2~2P+1)+2(3~1/P)+1 
4P2(l + P) 1 -p* 
JP*-~P+~)*>~ 
4p2(1-p2) ’ . 
(2.54) 
We have equality here if and only if p = 3 _+ 2 fi. But p cannot attain the 
value 3+2>>l. ffp=3-2@, then F(p)= -3-2fi, and t,-t2= 
b - a + l/p = F(p) + l/p = 0, which is impossible. Therefore, we have strict 
inequality in (2.54), and case (10) cannot be optimal. 
Case no. Conditions on a and b 
1 b<a+l, baa-3-2$ 
2 b>a+l, b>a2+a if a<-1 
2a b = a2 + a, a<-1 
3 b c a2 + a, a<-1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
ak3+2& , 
b<4(2+J)a bca2+a 
a-l ’ .- a-l 
a2+a 
a>& b>- 
a-l 
if a>2, 8<a+bf19+6,,h 
a>O, b>(3-2$)a2-a, b>19+6&a 
a> 1, b<(3-2fi)a2-a 
FIG. 1. Remaining cases. 
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3. THE SOLUTION 
In the previous section we analysed all possible solutions of the necessary 
conditions for optimality. Some solutions were shown not to be optimal 
and are therefore excluded from further consideration. For each of the 
remaining cases we found a region in the (a, h)-plane such that a control 
of the specified form is admissible for any (a, h) in the region but does not 
satisfy the necessary conditions outside the region. There is a considerable 
overlap of these regions, however, so the situation is more complicated 
than in [2]. The results are summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. 
We denote the region where cases number i andj overlap by R, and the 
value of x1 ( T, ) in case number i by C,. 
(1) Consider region R,,. We have already shown (see (2.11)) that 
C, < C, when a > 3 + 2 $. On the other hand, if a = 3 + 2 3, h < a + 1, 
then C, = C, , and cases (1) and (4) are both optimal. 
(‘4 In 4, we have h>4(2+$)a/(a-I) and a>7+4$. From 
(2.36) we get, because C, is decreasing in 6, 
c 
7 
= -2(3+2&)(a-1) 
1 + Jl + b( 1 - l/a) 
ev’l+b(l-I:n)-1-2,h 
< _2(3+2~)(a-l)r~;+~,~~,~~~ 
l+Jii-z$ 
= -(l +&(a- 1) < -2~ -1 -(b-a)=C, 
FIG. 2. Graphic representation of Fig. 1 
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(3) Next we want to show that C, < Cz in R2,. According to (2.36) 
and (2.6) this can be written 
(1+&Z (a- l)e”r+~“-l-““-i>[l +J~]eJ=. (3.1) 
Each point (a,, b,) that satisfies 0 < b, < (3 - 2 $)a: - a,, a, > 3 + 2 $ 
lies on the curve 
b=(t-l)2.2-(t2-l)a (3.2) 
for some t, 1 < t 6 &. Let us show (3.1) with b replaced by (3.2) for 
1 < t < & and a(t - 1)’ > t2 (so that b > a). Then (3.1) takes the form 
(1 +$)Y r-2J~>(t-l)eJ(‘~‘,2.2 -A-(I-I)U, (3.3) 
The exponent in the right hand side of (3.3) is increasing in a and tends to 
-t2/[2(t - 1)] as a-+ co. Therefore (3.3) holds for all t and a as stated if 
and only if 
(l+$)% -r-2~3(t-l)e~‘2/2”-1) for l<t<$. 
With u = -ln(t - 1) this can be written 
2[$-ln(1 +$)]<u+sinhu for u>ln(l +a). 
But this is a true inequality, and therefore we have proved that C, < C2 
in R,,. 
(4) Compare the expressions 
c, = -2gJ=-’ (3.4) 
and 
for 4+2fi<b<l5, 3+2d<u<b-1. For a tixedb, C, is increasing 
in a, and C4 is decreasing in a. For a = 3 + 2 $, C2 < Cq, and for 
a = b - 1, C, > C,. Therefore the equation C, = C4 determines a function 
a = f(b), and in Rz4 we have C, < C4 if a < f(b), and C, < C, if a > f(b). 
We find that the curve a = f(b) lies in R,, for 4 + 2 fi < b < b,, where 
b , z 8.27. 
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Case 
no. 
Conditions min u,(T,) Number of 
solutions 
1 ha+ I. rr<3+2\ 2 
la rr=3+2& h<4+2,,‘? 
2 h>U’+a if a<-1 
U<h-l if h < 4 + 2 ,,t’? 
a<f(b) if 4+2J5<h<h, 
a< &T(h) if h,cb<hz 
2a b=a’+a, a<-1 
3 bca’+a, a<-1 
4 a>3+2$ 
4a 
5 
5a 
6 
6a 
7 
bcW+&)a 
a-l 
a2 + a 
b<- 
a-l 
a>f(b) if 4+2&<b<b, 
a = f(b), 4+2,,h<b<b, 
a2 + a 
b>- 
a-l 
b<19+6$-a 
a > g(b) if b,-cbib, 
a = g(b), h,<b<b, 
b> 19+6,,& a>0 
b>(3-2,,h)a’-a 
b<;+$ 
tr-h-1 
2+2&h 
-2n r-- 0 1 
* + Jl + b( 1 - l/a) 
e”.‘+h”-l:u)- I 
ap1-b(a-l)2 
4a 
a-1-bk-1)2 
4a 
= &,,h-o- i 
Two 
-k[(a+b-8)J(a+b)(a+b-8) One 
_ 2evKz 1 
= -&[(a+b-8)J(a+b)(a+b-8) 
+(a+b)‘-12(a+b)+24] 
-2(7+5&)e\,+--‘W/3 
One 
Two 
One 
One 
One 
One 
Two 
Inlinitely 
many 
Infinitely 
many of 
two types 
b>4(2+$)a 
a-l ’ 
a>1 
2(3+2$)(a-1) evi- 
-l+Jl+b(i-l/a) 
I+h11~l/o)~I-2& Infinitely 
b<(3-2$)a2-a many 
FIG. 3. Summary of the solution of the optimization problem. 
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(5) Now we want to compare Cz and C, in R,,. From (2.21) and 
(2.22) we find 
C,= -&[(a+b-8)&~+b)(a+b-8)+(a+b)~-12(a+b)+24]. 
(3.5) 
This is a decreasing function of a + h for a + b > 8. If b < 8 and (a, b) 
belongs to R,,, then a+b< 13.6 and b-a>2.4, so that C,<C,. We then 
consider the expressions (3.4) and (3.5) for a fixed b > 8 and 0 < a < b - 1. 
We find that C2 < C, for a = 0 and C, > Cs for a = b - 1. Therefore, the 
equation C2 = C, defines a function a = g(b) for b > 8. In the part of R,, 
where b > 8 we then have C2 < C, if a < g(b), and Cs < C2 if u > g(b). The 
curve a = g(b) lies in R,, for b, <b < b,, where 
t’ b 
30 
FIG. 4. Regions for the different forms of the optimal solution. 
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(6) Finally we compare C2 and C,, where we have from (2.34) 
c,= -q1+j~)3,, o+h ’ 3.3, 
We find that C, = C, when 
where 
p=9[&-ln(l +$)I’. 
In R,, we have C, < C, if h > a2Ip + ~14, and C, < C, if b -c a2lp + ,u/4. 
Now, at last, we have only one candidate for the optimal value for each 
(a, b). Since a solution of the optimization problem exists (that was proved 
in [2]), we have found min x,( T, ) for all a and b. We also know all 
optimal controls. The result is described in Figs. 3 and 4. 
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